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Abstract

The tip asymmetry of a bevel-tip needle results in the needle naturally bending when it is inserted into soft tissue. This

enables robotic needle steering, which can be used in medical procedures to reach subsurface targets inaccessible by

straight-line trajectories. However, accurate path planning and control of needle steering require models of needle-tissue

interaction. Previous kinematic models required empirical observations of each needle and tissue combination in order to

fit model parameters. This study describes a mechanics-based model of robotic needle steering, which can be used to pre-

dict needle behavior and optimize system design based on fundamental mechanical and geometrical properties of the nee-

dle and tissue. We first present an analytical model for the loads developed at the tip, based on the geometry of the bevel

edge and material properties of soft-tissue simulants (gels). We then present a mechanics-based model that calculates the

deflection of a bevel-tipped needle inserted through a soft elastic medium. The model design is guided by microscopic

observations of needle-gel interactions. The energy-based formulation incorporates tissue-specific parameters, and the

geometry and material properties of the needle. Simulation results follow similar trends (deflection and radius of curva-

ture) to those observed in experimental studies of robotic needle insertion.
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1. Introduction

Needle insertion into soft tissues is one of the most com-

mon minimally invasive medical procedures. Percutaneous

therapies using needles are appropriate for diagnosis, loca-

lized therapeutic drug delivery, and sample removal from

tissues deep within the body. Inaccurate needle placement

may result in malignancies not being detected during

biopsy, radioactive seeds not being placed in the correct

location to destroy cancerous lesions during brachytherapy,

and traumatic or even fatal effects during administration of

anesthesia. Thus, for effective medical diagnosis and treat-

ment, the needle must reach its intended target. However,

the needle can deviate from its intended path due to tissue

inhomogeneity and anisotropy, organ deformation, anat-

omy obstructing the needle path, and physiological pro-

cesses such as respiration, flow of fluids, and edema

(swelling). A possible method to mitigate needle targeting

errors is to use a needle that can be robotically steered

inside the body to reach the intended target. Such needle-

steering systems promise to enhance physicians’ abilities

to accurately reach targets and maneuver inside the human

body while minimizing patient trauma.

Several groups have examined the use of robotically

steered flexible needles through tissue (DiMaio and

Salcudean 2005; Okazawa et al. 2005; Abolhassani and Patel

2006; Engh et al. 2006; Webster et al. 2006; Glozman and

Shoham 2007). Abolhassani et al. (2007) provide a review

of recent needle insertion research. One needle-steering

method uses flexible needles with standard bevel tips that

naturally cause the needle to bend when inserted into soft tis-

sue (Webster et al. 2006). The steerability of these needles is

attributed to the asymmetry of the bevel edge, which results in

bending forces at the needle tip (Figure 1), and the flexibility

of the needle shaft, which allows it to follow a curved path.

Although surgeons and interventional radiologists have

long been aware that tip asymmetry causes needle deflec-

tion, manual steering of highly flexible needles is challen-

ging due to the limitations of human manual control, lack

of access to quantitative tissue models, and complexity of

the needle paths. Robotic devices provide precise control
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of insertion distance and tip orientation, and can be

integrated with pre-operative planners and real-time

image-guided controllers. These planners and controllers

require a model of needle-tissue interaction. A working

robotic needle-steering system incorporating planning and

control has been developed to successfully drive a needle

around obstacles to a desired target in artificial tissue (Reed

et al. 2008). The integrated system uses an image-guided

feedback controller (Kallem and Cowan 2009) and a

stochastic motion planner (Alterovitz et al. 2008) to deter-

mine and follow the prescribed motion. These invoke a

kinematic model in which the relationship between model

parameters and the mechanical and geometric properties

of the needle and tissue are not known (Webster et al.

2006). Thus, the empirical model parameters must be fit

using data from previous insertions of the same type of

needle through the same material. Such a process is not

feasible for clinical procedures, so a mechanics-based

model that uses fundamental tissue and needle properties

is necessary for practical implementation. This paper

demonstrates a mechanics-based model that captures the sali-

ent behavior of needle-tissue interaction needed to enable

robotic needle steering planning and control. Figure 2

depicts the use of mechanics-based needle-tissue interaction

models, stochastic planners, and image-guided control

systems for robotically steering needles to desired targets.

A general survey of surgical tool and tissue interaction

models, which describes both physics- and non-physics-

based interaction models is provided by Misra et al.

(2008a). Several research groups have developed physics-

based needle and soft tissue interaction models that are not

specific to bevel-tipped needles (Alterovitz et al. 2003;

DiMaio and Salcudean 2003; Nienhuys and van der Stap-

pen 2004; Crouch et al. 2005; Heverly et al. 2005; Hing

et al. 2006; Dehghan 2009; Yan et al. 2009). In all of these

studies, the researchers developed models to create simula-

tions of needle insertion through soft tissue without specif-

ically focusing on a physically based parametric model of

needle-tissue interaction forces. However, experimental

work has identified interaction forces (due to puncture, cut-

ting, and friction) that develop during needle insertion

through tissue (Okamura et al. 2004). Further, Shergold and

Fleck (2004) provided a fracture mechanics-based model

for flat-bottomed and sharp-tipped cylindrical punches as

the tip interacted with soft solids, although their model does

not consider the interaction of the punch shaft with the sur-

rounding medium. Webster et al. (2006) presented a non-

holonomic model for steering flexible needles with bevel

tips. The parameters for their kinematic model were fit

using experimental data, but the model parameters cannot

be predicted for new needle and tissue combinations. None

of these studies focused on relating the tip forces to the

amount of needle deflection based on the fundamental prin-

ciples of continuum and fracture mechanics. To the best of

the authors’ knowledge, this work is the first to provide a

physically based parametric model of needle-tissue interac-

tion for asymmetric-tip steering. Any model describing the

real world has limitations; the goal of our work is to create a

model that captures needle behavior to inform the design,

path planning, and control of robotic needle steering

systems.

Our study considers two main components of needle

steering mechanics: the interactions at the needle tip and

the overall bending of the needle as it is inserted through

soft tissue. First, we present an analytical model that

Fig. 2. Accurate robotic needle steering requires a model that

predicts needle motion within the tissue. Both a stochastic motion

planner (used pre- and/or intra-operatively) and an image-guided

model-based feedback controller can use the mechanics-based

model.

Fig. 1. Asymmetry of the bevel tip produces a resultant

transverse load which causes a flexible needle to naturally bend

when it is inserted through a soft medium. This phenomenon is

not observed in needles with symmetric tips. (a) Symmetric

needle tip. (b) Asymmetric (bevel) needle tip.
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calculates the forces at the bevel tip of the needle. The

forces developed are a function of the bevel geometry and

tissue material properties. Further, we conducted experi-

mental studies with a physically scaled needle tip to vali-

date the model. In addition to macroscopic studies, we

also present confocal microscopic observations of needle

tip-tissue interactions. Second, we present a two-

dimensional model for a bevel-tip needle embedded in an

elastic medium (Figure 3). Our mechanics-based model is

guided by both macroscopic and microscopic observations

of needles inserted through soft gels. The model accounts

for the needle’s geometric and material properties, and also

the medium’s non-linear material properties. Uniaxial com-

pression and toughness tests were performed to extract

medium-specific material properties for incorporation into

the model. In addition to capturing needle tip effects, our

analytical model provides a physics-based understanding

of the effect of the needle-tissue interaction (both along the

needle shaft and at the bevel tip) on the evolving shape of

the needle.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents

dimensional analysis to demonstrate the importance of both

tissue elasticity and toughness for needle steering calcula-

tions, and presents the mathematical preliminaries and

experiments required to obtain the tissue elasticity and

toughness values for several gels. Section 3 presents

macroscopic and microscopic observations of needle tip

and gel interactions. Section 4 provides an energy-based

formulation for a needle inserted in an elastic medium.

Section 5 compares the results from the experimental

needle-gel interaction studies to those obtained from the

energy-based model. Finally, this paper concludes with a

summary of these efforts and provides possible directions

for future work.

2. Influence of Tissue Properties on Bevel-tip

Needle Steering

2.1. Dimensional Analysis of Needle-Tissue

Interactions

Our objective is to develop a mechanics-based needle-

tissue interaction model that relates the deformed needle’s

radius of curvature to the material and geometric properties

of the tissue and needle. Here, we use dimensional analysis

to demonstrate which needle and tissue parameters are rel-

evant to this model. The radius of curvature (Figure 3) of a

bevel-tipped needle is hypothesized to be a function of sev-

eral parameters:

� The needle’s Young’s modulus (E, unit: Pa), second

moment of inertia (I, unit: m4), and tip bevel angle að Þ.
� The tissue’s non-linear (hyperelastic) material property

C10; unit: Pað Þ, rupture toughness Gc; unit: N m�1
� �

,

and coefficient of friction with the needle mð Þ.
� The input insertion force from the robot controller

Pinput; unit: N
� �

.

Thus, the radius of curvature of the needle r; unit: mð Þ can

be written as a function, f, of these parameters:

r ¼ f E; I ; a|fflffl{zfflffl}
needle

;C10;Gc ; m|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
tissue

; Pinput|ffl{zffl}
input force

0
B@

1
CA: ð1Þ

Dimensional analysis is a way to group dimensionally

similar variables. The Buckingham P theorem is com-

monly used to perform dimensional analysis (Barenblatt

2002). This theorem describes how a physically meaningful

equation involving n variables can be equivalently rewritten

as an equation of n � m dimensionless parameters, where

m is the number of fundamental dimensions used. This

gives insight into the fundamental properties of the system.

Dimensional analysis involves scaling quantities by char-

acteristic units of a system (e.g. mass, length, and time).

Performing dimensional analysis and invoking Bucking-

ham’s P theorem on this system (1) results in the following

P groups, for primary variables E, I, C10, and Gc:

P1 ¼
rEC10

ffiffiffi
I4
p

G2
c

; P2 ¼
PinputEC10

ffiffiffi
I4
p

G3
c

;

P3 ¼
aEC10

ffiffiffi
I
p

G2
c

; and P4 ¼
mEC10

ffiffiffi
I
p

G2
c

:

Thus, the non-dimensional form of (1) is given by

r
r0

¼ rEC10

ffiffiffi
I4
p

G2
c

¼ g
PinputEC10

ffiffiffi
I4
p

G3
c

;
aEC10

ffiffiffi
I
p

G2
c

;
mEC10

ffiffiffi
I
p

G2
c

� �
;

ð2Þ

where r0 is the length scale of the system given by

r0 ¼
G2

c

EC10

ffiffiffi
I4
p : ð3Þ

We observe that, with an increase of the medium’s tough-

ness, the length scale increases, while increasing the

medium or needle stiffness results in a reduction of r0, and

vice versa. From (2), irrespective of the choice of

Fig. 3. Schematic of a bevel-tip needle interacting with a soft

elastic medium. The two-dimensional model incorporates tip

forces generated by rupture, tissue properties (toughness Gc;

non-linear elasticity C10), and needle properties (bevel angle a;

flexural rigidity EI ). Here m is the coefficient of friction between

the needle and the elastic medium.
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the primary variables, the radius of curvature is dimension-

ally scaled by both the tissue elasticity (global parameter)

and the tissue rupture toughness (local parameter). This

tells us that, in addition to a and m, the effects of both

C10 and Gc need to be investigated. Thus, in order to

understand and characterize the needle-tissue interaction,

these material parameters need to be measured and incor-

porated into the model. In the following sections, we

present the mathematical formulation and experimental

techniques used to measure the tissue elasticity and rupture

toughness.

2.2. Tissue Elasticity Model

The elastic deformation of materials under strains greater

than 1–2% is described by the theory of non-linear elasti-

city, and hyperelastic models are commonly used. For a

hyperelastic material, the Cauchy stress tensor, σ, can be

derived from a strain energy density function, W. There are

various formulations for the strain energy density function

depending on the type of material. The material parameters

associated with the hyperelastic model are experimentally

derived using tensile, compression, shear, or biaxial tests.

In this study, we used uniaxial compression experiment

data, and found that they fit the Neo-Hookean model well.

The Neo-Hookean model is a hyperelastic strain energy

function commonly used to describe rubber-like materials

(Gurtin 2003).

We now proceed to derive the stress-strain relationship.

For a body under uniaxial compression (Figure 4), if y rep-

resents the position after deformation of a material refer-

ence initially located at X, we can describe compression by

y ¼ l1X1e1 þ l2X2e2 þ l3X3e3; ð4Þ

where ei and li, for i ¼ 1–3, are the Cartesian base vectors

and stretch ratios, respectively. From (4), the matrix of the

deformation gradient tensor, F, for axisymmetric

l1 ¼ l3 andl¼l2ð Þ and incompressible

l1 ¼ l3 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
l
p� 	

materials is

F ¼ qy

qx
¼

1ffiffi
l
p 0 0

0 l 0

0 0 1ffiffi
l
p

2
64

3
75: ð5Þ

For an isotropic, homogenous, and incompressible hypere-

lastic material, σ is

σ ¼ �pIþ2
qW

qI1

þ I1

qW

qI2

� �
B� qW

qI2

B2


 �
; ð6Þ

where I1 and I2 are the principal invariants, B is the left

Cauchy-Green tensor, and p is the Lagrange multiplier

(essentially a pressure) (Gurtin 2003). Assuming the mate-

rial is Neo-Hookean, the strain energy density function is

given by

W ¼ C10 I1 � 3ð Þ; ð7Þ

where C10 is a material parameter specific to the tissue. In

(7), the principal invariant, I1, can be evaluated from

B¼FFT as

I1¼B : I¼ 2þ l3

l
: ð8Þ

The Lagrange multiplier, p, in (6) can be evaluated from the

boundary condition

s11 ¼ s12 ¼ 0 ) p ¼ 2C10

l
: ð9Þ

From (5) and (7) we can compute B2 and qW = qI1; respec-

tively. Using (6) and (9), the compressive stress, s22, is

s22 ¼
2C10

l
l3 � 1
� �

; ð10Þ

where the stretch ratio is l¼ 1 � E, and E is the strain.

Equation (10) is used to fit experimental stress-strain data

to obtain C10. We describe the uniaxial compression tests

to evaluate C10 in Section 2.4.

We define KT as the needle-tissue interaction stiffness of

the medium per unit length of the needle ðN m
�2Þ. Here KT

can be calculated from the stress-strain uniaxial compres-

sion data of a tested sample (height, ~h, diameter, ~d, circum-

ference, ~c, and cross-sectional area, ~a) of the elastic

medium. For our cylindrical samples,

KT ¼ ET

~a
~h~c
¼ ET

~d

4 ~h
; ð11Þ

where ET is the Young’s modulus of the material. For the

Neo-Hookean case, evaluating the slope, qs22=ql; for a

unit uniaxial stretch ratio, l ¼ 1, results in

ET ¼ 6C10: ð12Þ

Combining (11) and (12) results in

KT ¼ 6C10

~a
~h~c
¼ C10

3 ~d

2 ~h
ð13Þ

Fig. 4. Stresses acting on a body under plane stress. The solid and

dashed lines represent the body before and after compression,

respectively.
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2.3. Tissue Toughness Model

As the needle is pushed through the material, the total

insertion force includes the forces needed to cut through tis-

sue, overcome friction, and travel through tissue. Figure 5

provides a schematic representation of the method we use

to extract the toughness. Here F1 is the insertion force

recorded when the needle travels some distance L1. The

work done to cut the tissue, overcome friction, and travel

through tissue is Gftc:

Gftc ¼
Z L1

0

F1 dL: ð14Þ

Once the needle tip has completely passed through the

material, there is no cutting force. The force recorded dur-

ing this phase, for a distance L1 travelled by the needle, is

given by F2. This is primarily the frictional force along the

needle shaft and is given by

F2 ¼ m snp ~D
� �

L2|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
~k

¼ ~kL2 ) ~k ¼ F2

L2

; ð15Þ

where m, sn, and ~D are the coefficient of friction between

the needle and the tissue, stress along the needle shaft nor-

mal to the direction of insertion, and diameter of the needle,

respectively. In (15), ~k is a term that linearly scales the fric-

tional force with the length of the needle shaft inside the tis-

sue. In order to account for the differences in frictional

force along the needle shaft when the needle tip is interact-

ing with the elastic medium (Figure 5(a)) compared with

the case when the needle tip has completely passed through

the material (Figure 5(b)), let

F 02 ¼ ~kL1: ð16Þ

Substituting (15) in (16) gives

F 02 ¼ F2

L1

L2

: ð17Þ

Thus, the work done to overcome friction and travel a dis-

tance L1, when the needle tip has completely passed

through the material is Gft, is given by

Gft ¼
Z L1

0

F 02dL: ð18Þ

In both (14) and (18), dL is the variable of integration that

represents the incremental increase in needle length.

Hence, the work done per unit needle cross-sectional area,

A, to rupture and cut through tissue, i.e. the effective rup-

ture toughness of the tissue, Gc, is given by

Gc ¼
1

A
Gftc � Gft

� �
; ð19Þ

where Gftc and Gft are determined for various materials

using needle insertion experiments. In the following sec-

tion we describe experiments performed to measure Gc for

several gels and tissues.

2.4. Tissue Parameter Acquisition

Soft-tissue simulants (gels) were tested to obtain tissue elas-

ticity and toughness parameters. Specifically, we found the

Neo-Hookean model material parameter, C10, given in (10)

and the rupture toughness, Gc, derived in (19). In Section

2.4.1 we describe the experiments to evaluate elasticity

properties of Plastisol (M-F Manufacturing Co., Inc., Ft

Worth, TX, USA) and porcine (Sigma-Aldrich Co., part

number G2500) gels, and in Section 2.4.2 we present

experiments to determine toughness properties of these

Fig. 6. The Rheometrics Solids Analyzer (RSA) II is a dynamic

material testing device that was used to measure the tissue

elasticity of several materials using uniaxial compression tests.

(a) RSA II test station. (b) Gel B (4:1 Plastisol gel).

Fig. 5. The rupture toughness is measured by finding the

difference in insertion force when the needle tip is (a) inside the

tissue (i.e. cutting the tissue) compared with (b) when the needle

tip is outside the tissue (i.e. not cutting).
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gels. Three different types of Plastisol gel were used as the

soft medium in these studies. The ratio of plastic to softener

for the Plastisol gel was set to 3:1 (gel A), 4:1 (gel B), and

8:1 (gel C). The softener is a plasticizer added to the plastic

(polyvinyl chloride suspension) to vary the elasticity of the

molded material. The porcine gelatin was fabricated using

a ratio of 5 tbsp (74 cm3) of powder to 1 cup (237 cm3) of

water.

2.4.1. Elasticity Properties of Plastisol and Porcine Gels.

In order to measure C10, we performed uniaxial compres-

sion tests on the soft materials using the Rheometrics Solids

Analyzer (RSA) II (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE,

USA) shown in Figure 6. Seven cylindrical samples of each

material were prepared and tested. The mean diameters of

the samples were Ø 6.34 mm (gel A), Ø 6.51 mm (gel B), Ø

7.03 mm (gel C), and Ø 8.65 mm (porcine). The mean

height of the tested samples was 7.31 mm (gel A), 6.78

mm (gel B), 6.31 mm (gel C), and 6.08 mm (porcine). The

gel samples were cut manually from blocks of Plastisol and

porcine, resulting in small variations in the size of the sam-

ples. The diameter and height of each sample was measured

and used in the RSA II software, so the size was considered

in the stress-strain calculations. The compression tests were

performed at a strain rate of 0.001 s�1.

Representative stress-strain curves for several materials

are shown in Figure 7. The experimental data were fit to the

constitutive equation given in (10) to obtain C10 (Table 1).

Linear elastic models were also fit to the experimental data.

Table 1 gives the mean values of the Young’s modulus, ET,

and stiffness per unit length, KT (11), for the various

materials.

2.4.2. Toughness Properties of Plastisol and Porcine Gels.

Experiments were conducted with the needle-steering robot

shown in Figure 8 to measure Gc for the Plastisol and por-

cine gels. The robot can rotate and insert a needle into tis-

sues using two DC motors. A six-axis Nano 17 sensor (ATI

Industrial Automation, Apex, NC, USA) measures the

force and torque at the base of the needle. The needle inser-

tion controller ran and data was acquired at 1 kHz. Track-

ing of the needle tip was performed at 7 Hz by triangulating

images from a pair of XCD-X710 firewire cameras (Sony

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) mounted above the artificial

tissue. A telescoping support sheath prevents the needle

from buckling during insertion. The robot is further

described by Webster et al. (2005).

Nitinol wires (Nitinol Devices and Components, Fre-

mont, CA, USA) of varying diameter were used as flexible

‘‘needles’’. These needles were solid rather than hollow.

Each needle had a bevel tip. A smooth and sharp bevel was

obtained by fixing the needles at an angle in CrystalbondTM

(Aremco Products, Inc., Valley Cottage, NY, USA) mount-

ing adhesive, which is a thermoplastic, and then polishing

the edges. After the needle tips had been polished, the nee-

dles were removed by breaking the CrystalbondTM mount-

ing adhesive. Finally, the needle tips were cleaned with

acetone solution.

We used three Nitinol needles with diameters of Ø 0.36

mm, Ø 0.46 mm, and Ø 0.54 mm and bevel angles of

32.09�, 31:89�, and 34:85�, respectively. The bevel angles

were measured using the Axio Scope.A1 (Carl Zeiss AG,

Oberkochen, Germany) optical microscope. As the needle

penetrated through the material, the insertion force was

recorded using the force sensor. The material toughness

was evaluated for Plastisol and porcine gels using the

expression given in (19).

Figure 9 shows an example of the insertion force recorded

as the needle travels through Plastisol gel C. The needle was

driven at a constant insertion velocity of 0.25 cm s�1. The

length, L2, was 7.8 cm for all gels. Also shown in Figure

9 are representative images taken during the toughness

experiments. The needle insertion length while the needle

tip is interacting and outside is given by L1. During the

phase when the needle tip is outside the tissue and only the

needle shaft interacts with the tissue, the insertion force is

Fig. 7. Representative compressive stress-strain curves for

Plastisol and porcine gels recorded using the Rheometrics Solids

Analyzer (RSA) II.

Table 1. Measured material elasticity ðC10; ET ; and KT Þ and rupture toughness ðGcÞ properties for various gels.

Gel C10 ðkPaÞ ET ðkPaÞ Gc ðN m �1Þ KT ðkN m�2Þ

Plastisol A (least stiff) 3.68 22.29 115.40 4.83

Plastisol B 6.52 38.38 218.19 9.21

Plastisol C (most stiff) 7.57 45.24 221.04 12.61

Porcine 6.62 43.26 82.28 15.37

Misra et al 1645



fairly constant. The rupture toughness for the materials are

provided in Table 1. Since the insertion force increases line-

arly as the needle is inserted into the gel, the choice of L1 did

not affect the rupture toughness calculation. Further, based

on the results presented by Misra et al. (2009), the rupture

toughness is not sensitive to the overall bending of the nee-

dle and can be assumed constant for the ranges of needle

diameter and bevel angle used in our experiments.

3. Observations of Needle Tip and Tissue

Interactions

As a first step toward modeling the deflection of the needle

in a soft elastic medium, we determine the forces at the

bevel tip. Misra et al. (2008b) investigated the sensitivity

of tip forces to tissue rupture toughness, tissue elasticity,

and needle tip bevel angle using finite element simulations;

here we use an analytical model. In order to guide the

development of models for a needle embedded in an elastic

medium, we conducted experiments that enabled micro-

scopic and macroscopic observations. We then develop

an analytical model for the loads developed at the bevel tip

and compare our model to experimental results with soft-

tissue simulants (the Plastisol and porcine gels described

in the previous section).

3.1. Local Macroscopic Tip Observations

In order to understand the tissue cleavage process as the

needle tip interacts with the medium, we performed experi-

ments in which we physically magnified the bevel tip by

machining needle tips of nominal diameter Ø 1.5 cm. These

needle tips had five bevel angles ranging from 10� to 60�,
as shown in Figure 10. We used the same three Plastisol

gels and setup (Figure 11) from Section 2.4.2 for this study.

The dimensions of the gel samples were 30 cm wide � 30

Fig. 10. Scaled needle tips of Ø 1.5 cm used in experiments to

measure the forces between a needle tip and an elastic medium.

We used needles with bevel angles of 10�; 15�; 30�; 45� and

60�(shown left to right).

Fig. 11. Experimental setup used to insert a scaled needle with

10� bevel angle and Ø 1.5 cm into Plastisol gel A (least stiff).
Fig. 9. Rupture toughness measurement for Plastisol gel C

(most stiff) with the Ø 0.46 mm ða ¼ 31:89�Þ needle. The

representative images show the forces occurring when the needle

tip is interacting with the tissue and when the needle tip is outside

the tissue. Data collected during the windows in which the needle

tip travelled L1 are used to calculate Gftc and Gft.

Fig. 8. The experimental setup used to robotically steer a flexible

needle though soft elastic materials and used for tissue toughness

measurement.
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cm long � 8 cm thick. The needle insertion was performed

in the center of the gel sample, and the boundary effects did

not interfere with the local needle-gel interactions.

As the needle tip cuts through a soft solid, it moves

material out of the way. We assume that the needle tip cuts

the elastic medium along a straight line, shown as a dashed

line in Figure 12(a). The angle by which the needle tip cuts

and displaces material is given by b (cut angle). The mate-

rial is displaced by d1ðxÞ and d2ðZÞ along the dashed line

(cut path) in order to accommodate the needle tip

(Figure 12(a)). As the needle tip interacts with the medium

and moves forward, the displaced material results in a dis-

tributed load along the bevel and bottom edges of the nee-

dle tip.

The load distribution along the edges of the needle tip is

hypothesized to be triangular (Figure 12(b)). We have not

characterized the frictional forces along the edges of the

needle tip, or included them in the model. However, when

needles interact with soft biological tissues during clinical

procedures, fluids within the organ lubricate the needle’s

surface and reduce friction. Thus, we believe that friction

will not play a major role in the tip forces.

The resultant forces and moments acting on the needle

tip due to deformation of the medium and inclusion of

the bevel tip are shown in Figure 13. Using d and a, the

diameter of the needle and the bevel angle, respectively,

we define other variables representing various dimensions

in Figure 13 as follows: a ¼ gþ b; a ¼ d
tan a ;

b ¼ d
sin a; e ¼ d � a tan b� b

3
sin a, and y ¼ 90� � a.

Our objective is to derive expressions for the forces and

moments developed at the bevel tip. In particular, we are

interested in the transverse load, Q, that results from the

tip asymmetry causing the needle to bend. As previously

defined KT is the needle-tissue interaction stiffness

per unit length. The triangular load distribution along the

bottom edge of the needle, o1 xð Þ, has the following

constraints:

o1ð0Þ ¼ KTd1ð0Þ ¼ KT a tan b and o1ðaÞ ¼ 0; ð20Þ

where d1 0ð Þ ¼ a tan b: Similarly, the triangular load distri-

bution along the bevel edge of the needle, o2 Zð Þ, has the

following constraints:

o2 0ð Þ ¼ KTd2 0ð Þ ¼ KT b tan g and o2 bð Þ ¼ 0; ð21Þ

where d2 0ð Þ ¼ b tan g. With this triangular load distribu-

tion assumption, we derive the following total forces along

the bottom and bevel edges of the needle:

F1 ¼
Z a

0

o1 xð Þdx ¼ KT a2

2
tan b: ð22Þ

F2 ¼
Z b

0

o2 Zð ÞdZ ¼ KT b2

2
tan g: ð23Þ

We define Pinput as the input force used to drive the needle

into the medium. Here Pinput does not necessarily act at the

center of the needle cross section. The tissue cleavage pro-

cess results in forces and moments acting on the needle tip.

This pre-equilibrium phase of the needle tip is depicted in

Figure 13. The resultant forces along the x and y directions

denoted as P and Q, respectively, and resultant moment, M,

acting on the tip are

Fig. 12. (a) The arrows show the displacement of material as the

needle tip interacts with a soft solid. (b) A load distribution along

the edges of the needle tip results in material moving out of the

way to accommodate the needle tip. Here x and Z are defined as

the positive directions for the triangular load distributions (and

material displacements) on the bottom and bevel edges of the nee-

dle tip, respectively.

Fig. 13. Free-body diagram of the forces acting on the needle tip

as it interacts with the elastic medium. Here Pinput does not

necessarily act at the center of the needle cross section.
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P ¼ Pinput �
KT b2

2
sin a

tan a� tan b
1þ tan a tan b

� �
; ð24Þ

Q ¼ KT a2

2
tan b� KT b2

2
cosa

tan a� tan b
1þ tan a tan b

� �
; ð25Þ

M ¼ KT b2

2

b

3
cos2 a� e sin a

� �
tan a� tan b

1þ tan a tan b

� �

� KT a3

6
tan b:

ð26Þ

We observe in (25) and (26) that the transverse tip force and

the resultant tip moment are independent of the input force.

The expressions are a function of the medium elasticity

KTð Þ and the needle tip geometry. Both (25) and (26) are

linear in KT .

The inputs to the model are KT , a material property of

the elastic medium, and b, which depends on both the

medium and the bevel angle. KT is 4.83 kN m�2, 9.21 kN

m�2, and 12.61 kN m�2, for gels A, B, and C, respectively,

as shown in the previous section. The optimized values for

b=a were obtained by minimizing the error between the

experimentally derived normal force and the analytically

derived Q, given in (25). For our model, b=a was 0.03,

0.21, and 0.26, for gels A, B, and C, respectively. We com-

pared the transverse tip force, Q, derived in (25) to the

experimental results. Figure 14(a) provides the maximum

experimentally observed transverse force and analytically

derived tip force for all bevel angles. Figure 14(b) shows

the model when the ratio b=a is fixed at 0.17 for all mate-

rials, which is the mean of the optimized b=a values.

While the modeled transverse tip force follows a trend

similar to that of the experimental results, the model is not

accurate over the entire range of bevel angles tested. There

are several possible limitations to the model. First, it is pos-

sible that the cut angle varies as the needle tip insertion pro-

gresses, while we assume a constant cut angle for a given

needle tip and gel. This assumption might account for the

change in discrepancy as bevel angle (and thus insertion

length) changes. Second, the model assumes a one-

dimensional triangular load distribution, while the bevel

face of the needle tip is an ellipse. Third, ignoring frictional

effects (especially in the artificial tissues used here) would

likely increase the errors for needle tips with larger bevel

angles, i.e. larger contact area.

3.2. Local Microscopic Tip Observations

The previous section described macroscopic experiments

to provide insight into the force balance for an asymmetric

Fig. 14. Transverse tip load Qð Þ based on the analytical model and experiments. (a) The solid curves represent the analytical results

when b=a is optimized for each material. (b) The dashed curves represent the analytical results when b=a ¼ 0:17 for all materials.

Fig. 15. Microscopic observations of needle-tissue interactions

were made in two configurations: axial and perpendicular. The

arrows indicate the direction of the laser light relative to the bevel tip

of the needle. The figure also shows the cracks formed when a

bevel-tipped needle interacts with a soft elastic medium. Axial

configuration: Mode-I crack, or opening, where R and a are the

needle radius and crack length, respectively. Perpendicular

configuration: Mode-II crack, or rupture, wherea is the bevel angle.
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tip, and in this section we present microscopic observations

in order to gain insight into the fracture processes. Micro-

scopic observations of needle and elastic medium interac-

tions have been reported previously (e.g. Shergold and

Fleck (2005) and Azar and Hayward (2008)), but most of

the published literature focuses on observing the damage

to the gel or tissue surface after the needle has punctured

the medium. Sections of the gel have also been observed,

but again only after the needle has penetrated the medium.

In order to observe the needle-tissue interaction within the

gel as the needle is embedded in the medium, we used a Zeiss

LSM 510 Meta laser scanning confocal microscope (Carl

Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). The needle and gel were

visualized with differential interference contrast (DIC), epi-

fluorescence, and reflected light using the 488 nm line of an

argon/ion laser and 0.3 NA Plan-Neofluar 10 � objective

lenses with pin hole diameter set at 9.33 Airy units.

The ratio of plastic to softener for Plastisol gel was 4:1.

The 400 cm3 gel was doped with 20 ml of 10 mg/ml rhoda-

mine green solution (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). This

dye was added to facilitate epifluorescent confocal ima-

ging. Since a very small amount of dye was used, we

Fig. 16. Differential interference contrast (DIC) (first and third columns) and epifluorescent (second and fourth columns) images taken

using a confocal microscope. The first and third rows are in the axial configuration, while the second and fourth rows pertain to the

perpendicular configuration. The needle geometric properties were: (a) Ø 0.38 mm, a ¼ 26.4� (b) Ø 0.40 mm, a ¼ 33.9� (c) Ø 0.71

mm, a ¼ 28.2� (d) Ø 0.90 mm, a ¼ 26.6�. Arrows in the DIC and epifluorescent images in the axial configuration indicate the

occurrence of a Mode-I crack (opening), while the arrows in the perpendicular configuration indicate a Mode-II crack (rupture).
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assume that it does not significantly change the gel’s mate-

rial properties. Cubes with sides of 0.5 cm were prepared

and needles were manually inserted into the gel and viewed

under the microscope. Observations were made in two con-

figurations (axial and perpendicular) for needles of four

different diameters and bevel angles (Figure 15). In the

axial configuration, the laser light was along the needle

axis, while in the perpendicular configuration the laser

light was perpendicular to the needle axis. DIC and epi-

fluorescent images were obtained for each configuration,

as shown in Figure 16.

In classical fracture mechanics, a Mode-I crack is

characterized by opening and a Mode-II crack by sliding.

Shergold and Fleck (2004) model the interaction of sym-

metric sharp-tipped and flat-bottomed punches with a soft

medium as Mode-I and Mode-II cracks, respectively. As

a bevel-tipped needle interacts with a soft elastic

medium, we hypothesize that a combination of Mode-I

and Mode-II cracks are developed. Figure 15 shows this

hypothesized interaction and corresponding rupture of the

soft medium. The size of the cracks has been exaggerated

to highlight the modes. In the axial configuration, a

Mode-I crack (an ‘‘opening’’) occurs, while in the per-

pendicular configuration, a Mode-II crack (a ‘‘rupture’’)

occurs. We find these modes of fracture visible in the

microscopic images.

For all of the needles, opening and rupture are observed

at the bevel edge. In the axial configuration, the needle

cross section appears crescent-shaped because of the bevel

edge. In Figure 16, arrows in both the DIC and epifluores-

cent images in the axial configuration indicate regions

where Mode-I crack (opening) of the gel is visible. In the

perpendicular configuration, arrows point to the occur-

rence of Mode-II crack (rupture) near the bevel edge of the

needle. In the epifluorescent images, the speckle pattern is

uniform except in regions near the bevel face of the tip. In

these regions, the gel appears to trace along the edges of the

needle tip. This is an indication of a Mode-I crack (axial)

and a Mode-II crack (perpendicular) in the gel. Unlike brit-

tle materials, significant crack propagation (classical

unstable Mode-I fracture) is not seen during the interaction

of sharp needles and soft gels (Anderson 2004).

4. Needle and Tissue Interaction Model

We now present a mechanics-based model that incorporates

the results from microscopic and macroscopic experiments

described in the previous section. The model describes the

deflection of a bevel-tip needle inserted in an elastic

medium. The analysis assumes a two-dimensional model

with the needle undergoing a single bend. The derived

model incorporates the needle material and geometric prop-

erties, as well as the local and global elastic properties of the

medium. Further, given the deflection, the radius of curva-

ture of the needle can be readily evaluated.

In the derivation presented below, the needle trajectory

is discretized into a series of steps (increments of insertion),

i, where the length of the needle is li. Figure 17 depicts the

load distribution of a needle of length li surrounded by an

elastic medium, where Pinput is the applied needle insertion

Fig. 17. Distributed compressive load acting on a needle shaft as

it interacts with an elastic medium. The frictional forces have

been ignored in the model. Inset: Forces acting on the bevel tip,

where Pi and Qi are the resultant forces along the bevel edge.

Fig. 18. Needle-tissue interaction model shown for two increments

with two sub-steps each. In sub-step 1 (increment i), the needle is

initially at configuration sa . At the end of sub-step 2 (increment i),

the needle is at configuration sc . In sub-step 1 (increment i + 1), the

needle isinitially at configuration sc . It deflects to configuration se at

the end of sub-step 2 (increment i + 1). Ri and Ri+1 are the resultant

reaction forces due to the presence of the roller boundary

constraintin increments i and i + 1. The needle deflects to

configurations sb and sd in increments i and i + 1, respectively, due

to the presence of these reaction forces and the insertion force.

(Pinput). b is the cut angle and fi is the angle between the local and

global tip configurations.
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force, and Pi and Qi are the tip loads at the bevel edge. The

deflections in the transverse and axial directions at each

step are vi (x) and ui (x), respectively. The functional form

for the deflection of the needle in an elastic medium is

assumed initially, and the Rayleigh-Ritz approach is used

to evaluate the coefficients of the deflection equation. The

Rayleigh-Ritz method is a variational method in which

equilibrium is established as the minimum of a potential

defined by the sum of the total energy and work done by

the system.

The process of needle insertion through a soft elastic

medium can be viewed as occurring in two phases (Barbè

et al. 2007). First, the needle is pushed into the medium,

which results in forces generated at the tip and also along

the needle shaft. Second, rupture of the medium and crack

formation occurs near the tip, and the needle progresses

forward. This cycle is then repeated. To capture the forces

developed at the needle tip, tissue rupture, and subsequent

bending and propagation of the needle, we divide the nee-

dle insertion process at each increment into two sub-steps.

During sub-step 1, an input force is applied to the base of

the needle, which causes the needle shaft and tip to push

against the tissue. This phenomenon is modeled as a needle

with a roller support at one end, as shown in Figure 18 (con-

figuration sa ). The inclined roller at the needle tip is an

abstraction for a geometric constraint at the tip. The angle

of the inclined roller is equal to b, the cut angle, defined in

Section 3.1. The presence of the roller boundary constraint

results in reaction forces due to the input force. The

reaction forces at the needle tip are given by

Hi ¼
EA

li
ðuiðliÞ � uið0ÞÞ; ð27Þ

Vi ¼ EI
d3vi

dx3
jx¼li

; ð28Þ

where Hi and Vi are the tip reaction forces in the local

deformed configuration in the axial and transverse direc-

tions, respectively. In (27) and (28), E, A, and I are the

Young’s modulus, cross-sectional area, and second

moment of inertia of the needle, respectively. The reaction

forces in the global configuration are Pi and Qi. The orien-

tation, fi, between the local and global tip configurations is

computed from the slope at the tip:

fi ¼ tan�1 dvi

dx
x¼lij

� �
: ð29Þ

The needle goes from configuration sa to sb due to its inter-

action with the surrounding medium, the applied input

force, and the geometric tip constraint. The deflected shape

of the needle in sub-step 1 is shown in Figure 18 (config-

uration sb ). The resultant reaction force in the global config-

uration is Ri. Further application of input force results in the

needle advancing. The increase in the inserted needle

length at the base is uið0Þ, which is calculated in sub-step

1 and applied to sub-step 2.

Sub-step 2 captures rupture of the tissue due to tip forces

and calculates the resulting deflection of the needle. Here

we start at the deflected configuration of the needle, which

is obtained from sub-step 1, as shown in Figure 18 (config-

uration sb ). The tip reaction forces computed in sub-step 1

are released (due to rupture of tissue) and applied as tip

loads in the opposite direction in sub-step 2. The resulting

deflection of the needle at the end of sub-step 2 is the con-

figuration of the needle at the end of the increment, as

shown in Figure 18 (configuration sc ). The input force is not

applied to the system since the needle is supported by the

surrounding medium. Figure 18 depicts two increments

of this process, each with the two sub-steps. By decoupling

the needle insertion and its subsequent bending into two

sub-steps, we can compute the tip forces and, thus, the

deflection of the needle.

In the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the expression for system

potential includes assumed displacement functions satisfy-

ing the geometric boundary constraints of the system. The

system potential of the needle-tissue interaction model is

L1 and L2 for sub-steps 1 and 2, respectively:

L1 ¼ ðNE1
þ SE1

Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
energy

� Winput|fflffl{zfflffl}
input work

; ð30Þ

L2 ¼ ðNE2
þ SE2

Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
energy

� ðWQþWPþWRÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
work

; ð31Þ

where NE and SE are the energies associated with needle

bending and needle-tissue interaction, WQ and WP are the

work due to transverse and axial bevel tip loads, and WR

is the work done to rupture the tissue. The subscripts 1 and

2 are used to denote sub-steps 1 and 2. We now derive

explicit expressions for each of the terms in the system

potential equations. We do not use the sub-step index in the

derivations below, since the equations are applicable to

both sub-steps.

4.1. Needle Bending

A flexible needle interacting with a soft elastic medium

bends both in the transverse and axial directions. The axial

compression of the needle is negligible compared with the

bending in the transverse direction, but has been included

in the analysis for completeness. In (30) and (31), NE is the

sum of energy due to pure needle bending, UB, and bending

due to axial load, UA:

NE ¼ UB þ UA: ð32Þ

The general expression for curvature is

1

ri

¼ d2vi=dx2

ð1 þ ðdvi=dxÞ2Þ3=2

 !
� d2vi

dx2
: ð33Þ

The energy due to the transverse bending of the needle of

length li is (Timoshenko and Gere 1961)
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Transverse bending energy ¼ EI

2

Z li

0

1

r2
i

dx: ð34Þ

In our model, UB is the energy associated with the current

transverse needle deflection (vi), and the difference

between the current and previous needle deflections (vi –

vi–1). Thus, using (33) and (34), for needle segments of

length li, UB is

UB ¼
EI

2

Z li

0

d2 vi�1

dx2

� �2

dx

þ EI

2

Z li

0

d2 vi � vi�1ð Þ
dx2

� �2

dx:

ð35Þ

Similarly, the bending due to axial load is

UA ¼
EA

2

Z li

0

dui�1

dx

� �2

dx

þ EA

2

Z li

0

d ui � ui�1ð Þ
dx

� �2

dx:

ð36Þ

4.2. Needle-Tissue Interaction

As the needle is inserted into a soft elastic medium, the

medium pushes against the needle shaft. Here SE is the

energy associated with this needle-tissue interaction. In

(30) and (31), SE is a combination of energy stored in the

system due to compression of the elastic medium, UC , and

interaction of the elastic medium along the needle shaft,

UT :

SE ¼ UC þ UT : ð37Þ

The compression of the medium occurs at the tip and also

along the needle shaft. Pressure is applied by the needle to

the elastic medium and DV is the resulting change in vol-

ume of the medium. Thus, UC is

UC ¼ Pressure � DV ¼ K
ðDVÞ

V

2

; ð38Þ

where K is the bulk modulus of the elastic medium and the

change in volume of the medium is DV ¼ Ali. For linear

elastic materials,

K ¼ ET

3ð1 � 2nT Þ
;

where ET and nT are the Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s

ratio of the medium, respectively. Thus,

UC ¼
ET ðAliÞ2

3V ð1 � 2nT Þ
: ð39Þ

The soft elastic medium supports the needle as it is

embedded in the medium and UT accounts for this interac-

tion. As mentioned earlier, the needle trajectory is discre-

tized into a series of steps and UT is calculated at each step:

UT ¼
1

2

Z li

0

KT ðvi � vi� 1Þ2 dx; ð40Þ

where KT is the stiffness of the elastic medium per unit

length previously derived in (13). Here UT is a function

of the square of the needle deflection. If the needle were

embedded in the tissue straight and then bent by tip loads, the

transverse deflection in the needle would be vi itself. How-

ever, since the needle cuts a path through the tissue, only the

difference between the previous ðvi�1Þ and the current ðviÞ
needle deflections are considered in the calculation of UT .

4.3. Work

In addition to the energies associated with the system, the

potential also contains the work done by the system. In

(30), the work done by the input insertion force is

Winput¼Pinput li: ð41Þ

In (31), the work done by the transverse tip load, Qi, is

WQ ¼ Qi ðviðliÞ � vi�1ðliÞÞ: ð42Þ

Also, the work done by the axial tip load, Pi, is

WP ¼ Pi ðuiðliÞ � ui ð0ÞÞ: ð43Þ

In order to account for the cracks observed in the microscopic

images (Section 3.2), the work done to rupture the elastic

medium is WR. It is a function of the effective rupture

toughness, Gc, and the amount of tear or rupture, a. Thus,

WR ¼ aGcli: ð44Þ

5. Results

We now present a comparison of experimental and simulation

results of needle insertion through a soft elastic medium,

where the simulation is based on the energy-based model

developed in the previous section. We also present results

of the parametric simulation studies where the input force and

the cut angle were varied. We begin by describing the robotic

needle insertion experiments.

5.1. Robotic Insertion of Flexible Needles:

Experiments

We used the experimental setup shown in Figure 8 to mea-

sure the radius of curvature for three needles inserted into

four different artificial tissues. The needles and gels were

the same as those used in the toughness experiments (Sec-

tion 2.4.2). For each experiment, we inserted the needle 150

mm into the gel at a constant velocity of 2:5 mm s�1. To

measure the consistency of the radius of curvature through-

out the insertion, we sectioned the needle tip path into three

50 mm regions and calculated the radius of curvature over

these sections. Figure 19 shows the needle tip positions for

three needles inserted into the gels.
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The figure only shows planar data from one camera,

although we used the full three-dimensional triangulated

positions from two cameras to calculate the radius of curva-

ture for each insertion. The triangulation was computed

from unfiltered camera data. Table 2 shows the radii calcu-

lated over multiple sections of the needle.

We found that a needle length segment of 50 mm was

sufficiently large to fit a circle in order to allow a compar-

ison of the radius of curvature across segments. The radius

of curvature varies by an average of 8.1% throughout these

12 insertions, with half of the insertions deviating less than

3.6%. For a radius of curvature of 300 mm, this 8.1% var-

iation will change the needle tip position by 6.8 mm. A

3.6% variation changes the tip position by 3.2 mm. These

positions are calculated using a 150 mm arc length (inser-

tion distance) around a circle of the specified radius. Since

the variation in radius of curvature is relatively small, we

assume a constant radius of curvature throughout the inser-

tion, which corresponds to the kinematic model of Webster

et al. (2006). Park et al. (2010) provide further description

of the intra-trial variation of needle insertions.

In addition to deflection and radius of curvature mea-

surements, we also performed preliminary experiments to

study the effect of friction during interactions of the needle

with the soft elastic medium (gel C). For these studies we

used two Nitinol needles of Ø 0.22 mm and bevel angle

a ¼ 36:8�. One of the needles had a Teflon1 (E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DE, USA)

coating in order to minimize the effect of friction along the

needle shaft and the other needle was uncoated. Both nee-

dles were inserted 150 mm at 2:5 mm s�1. The maximum

insertion force was observed to be 4.9 mN and 2.6 mN for

the uncoated and Teflon1-coated needles, respectively.

Despite the 46.9% decrease in insertion force due to the

Teflon1 coating, the radius of curvature only increased

by 8.3%. Thus, the impact of friction on needle path curva-

ture is not very large. Further, it should be noted that soft-

tissue simulants such as Plastisol do not accurately repre-

sent the friction properties of biological organs, the fluids

of which lubricate the needle shaft during insertion.

5.2 Comparison of Simulation and Experimental

Results

We now present the needle deflection simulation results

obtained using the model developed in Section 4. As men-

tioned earlier, in the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the functional

form of the needle transverse ðui~sÞ and axial ðui~sÞ

Fig. 19. Experimental data showing needle tip trajectories. During each 150 mm insertion, the tip position is measured. The radius of

curvature remains relatively constant throughout the insertion. (a) Plastisol gel A (least stiff). (b) Plastisol gel B. (c) Plastisol gel C

(most stiff). (d) Porcine gel. The needles were the same as those described in Section 2.4.2, Ø 0.36 mm (a ¼ 32.09�), Ø 0.46 mm (a ¼
31.89�), and Ø 0.54 mm (a ¼ 34.85�).
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deflections are initially assumed for sub-steps 1 and 2

(~s ¼ 1 or 2). We chose standard Hermite polynomials

vi~s ¼
a0~s
þ a1~s

x þ a2~s
x2 þ a3~s

x3 0 < x � li=2

b0~s
þ b1~s

x þ b2~s
x2 þ b3~s

x3 li=2 < x � li



ð45Þ

and

ui~s ¼ c0~s
þ c1~s

x; ð46Þ

where vi~s and ui~s satisfy the following geometric boundary

conditions. For sub-step, 1

vi1 ð0Þ¼0;
dvi1ð0Þ

dx
¼ 0 and vi1 ðliÞ ¼ ui1 ðliÞ tan ðb þ fiÞ;

ð47Þ

and for sub-step 2,

vi2 ð0Þ ¼ 0;
dvi2 ð0Þ

dx
¼ 0 and ui2 ð0Þ ¼ 0: ð48Þ

Using the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the coefficients ak~s
and

bk~s
for k ¼ 0, 1, 2, and 3, and cj~s for j ¼ 0 and 1, are eval-

uated by minimizing the system potential at each sub-step

given in (30) and (31). This provides us with ak~s
, bk~s

, and

cj~s that satisfy the equilibrium conditions. The deflection

equation coefficients are calculated by setting

qL1

qak1

¼ qL1

qbk1

¼ qL1

qcj1

¼ 0 and
qL2

qak2

¼ qL2

qbk2

¼ qL2

qcj2

¼ 0:

ð49Þ

The needle geometric and medium-specific material

parameters are given in Section 2.4.2 and Table 1, respec-

tively, while the Young’s modulus of the needle (Nitinol

wire) was assumed to be that of Nitinol (50 GPa). The two

simulation control parameters are the input force ðPinputÞ
and the cut angle ðbÞ. Pinput is set as 7 mN, 2 mN, 15 mN,

and 5.5 mN for gels A, B, C, and porcine gelatin, respec-

tively. The ratio b=a is specified to be 0.7, 0.3, 0.75, and

0.45 for gels A, B, C, and porcine gelatin, respectively. Ini-

tial values of b=a were assumed and then optimized to

obtain the best fit between the experimental and simulation

data. Figure 20 shows the needle deflection for the different

needles inserted through various soft gels. The prescribed

needle insertion distance for the simulations was 150

mm, but was truncated to match the insertions of the

experimental data for comparison. Figure 20 also provides

the radius of curvature of the needle insertions. Table 3

compares the experimental and simulation radius of curva-

ture and final tip deflection values. The largest (32.9%) dif-

ference in the radius of curvature between the experimental

and simulation results was observed for gel B and the thin-

nest needle, while the smallest (4.1%) difference was

observed for porcine gel and the largest needle. The smal-

lest (2.1%) deviation in final tip deflection was observed

for porcine gel and the largest needle. In spite of several

modeling assumptions, such as use of a two-dimensional

model, ignoring frictional effects, approximate value of the

needle insertion force, and lack of accurate knowledge of

the cut angle, the current version of our mechanics-based

model predicts the bending of the needle with reasonable

accuracy. The kinematic model of Webster et al. (2006)

shows a better fit than our model to experimental data not

only because the parameters are empirically fit but also

because it uses a very stiff artificial tissue. When the kine-

matic model is applied to path planning and control in

softer tissues, such as shown by Reed et al. (2008), there are

significant deviations between the model and experimental

data. In soft materials, the mechanics-based model has sim-

ilar accuracy to that of the empirically fit kinematic model.

Table 2. Radius of curvature for needle path segments. Here �r is the mean of r1, r2, and r3. Percentage deviation is calculated as
rexp � �r
rexp

� 	
� 100:

Radius of curvature (mm)

Gel

Needle

Ø (mm)

0–50 mm

r1

50–100 mm

r2

100–150 mm

r3

Mean

�r
0-150 mm

rexp

Deviation

ð�r andrexpÞ

Plastisol A (least stiff)

0.36 399.4 310.4 252.7 320.8 318.1 0.9%
0.46 314.2 349.9 319.6 327.9 377.9 13.2%
0.54 543.0 440.0 234.9 406.0 477.3 14.9%

Plastisol B

0.36 302.5 240.5 210.7 251.2 242.8 3.5%
0.46 195.8 328.3 285.1 269.7 305.9 11.8%
0.54 203.4 291.8 276.5 257.2 287.8 10.6%

Plastisol C (most stiff)

0.36 105.8 194.8 165.3 155.3 206.7 24.9%
0.46 276.3 212.8 212.3 233.8 234.6 0.3%
0.54 324.3 231.0 224.4 259.9 240.0 8.3%

Porcine

0.36 242.0 214.8 263.1 240.0 231.9 3.5%
0.46 294.9 266.4 239.7 267.0 275.5 3.1%
0.54 347.4 337.4 314.3 333.0 339.8 2.0%
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The model accuracy required for steering needles

through soft tissue is currently not known. The current

planning and control used by Reed et al. (2008) do not

involve mechanics. So as long as the problems never stray

from the training data, this is typically adequate. The

advantage of a mechanics-based model, even when used

with phenomenological extensions, and augmented with

some black box control algorithms, is that predictions will

remain grounded in physical reality. In addition, fundamen-

tal knowledge of tissue and needle mechanical properties

can be used to derive the model, so ‘‘patient-specific’’

experiments are not required. Given separate needle- and

tissue-specific parameters that can be known a priori, our

model aims to predict the deflection of needle as it interacts

with the medium.

5.3. Sensitivity Studies

Our needle-tissue interaction model contains two inputs in

addition to tissue and needle material and geometric prop-

erties. These are the input force and the cut angle. In order

to highlight and understand the sensitivity of these two

parameters on our model, we performed parametric studies.

Unless specified otherwise, the medium was porcine gel

and the Young’s modulus of the needle was 50 GPa

(Nitinol).

Fig. 20. Experimental (exp) and simulation (sim) results for needle deflection versus insertion distance. (a) Plastisol gel A (least stiff)

with the Ø 0.46 mm ða ¼ 31:89�Þ needle. (b) Plastisol gel B with the Ø 0.36 mm ða ¼ 32:09�Þ needle. (c) Plastisol gel C (most

stiff) with the Ø 0.54 mm ða ¼ 34:85�Þ needle. (d) Porcine gel with the Ø 0.54 mm ða ¼ 34:85�Þ needle.

Table 3. Comparison of experimental and simulation final needle tip deflection and radius of curvature values. Percentage deviations

are calculated as ðvexp � vsim

vexp
Þ � 100 and ðrexp � rsim

rexp
Þ � 100:

Case
Final tip deflection

Deviation

(gel/needle) vexp (mm) vsim (mm) Deviation ðrexp and rsimÞ

Plastisol A / Ø 0.46 mm 25.4 34.5 35.8% 24.9%
Plastisol B / Ø 0.36 mm 35.7 42.1 17.9% 32.9%
Plastisol C / Ø 0.54 mm 41.9 47.3 12.9% 11.6%
Porcine / Ø 0.54 mm 28.6 28.0 2.1% 4.1%
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In the first sensitivity study, all needle- and medium-

specific parameters were kept constant except the input

force. The needle geometric properties were

0:46 mm ða ¼ 31:89�Þ. The ratio b=a was set to 0.5. The

input force ðPinputÞ was varied from 0.05 mN to 0.05 N in

increments of 0.05 mN and the needle was prescribed to

reach a deflection of 50 mm. The input force controls the

number of simulation steps required by the model to

achieve the prescribed needle deflection. Thus, for a small

input force, the number of simulation steps required to

reach the prescribed deflection will be large. Figure 21

shows the results of this sensitivity study, where each data

point on the plot is a final value obtained from one simula-

tion case.

The total force is defined as the input force multiplied by

the number of simulation steps required by the needle to

reach the prescribed deflection of 50 mm. The total force

is a more appropriate metric than input force, which varies

for each simulation case. Figure 21(a) shows the variation

in radius of curvature as the total force changes. For a larger

total force, the value and the variation in the needle radius

of curvature are smaller. Figure 21(b) shows that the

number of simulation steps required to reach the prescribed

deflection reduces as the total force increases. Figure 21(c)

demonstrates that, for larger input force values, there is no

significant increase in the number of simulation steps. Fur-

ther, as expected, Figure 21(d) shows that an increase in

simulation steps causes the needle insertion length to

increase. Another interpretation of these plots is that small

total forces result in longer insertion lengths necessary to

reach the fixed deflection of 50 mm, while larger total

forces have the opposite effect. However, small total forces

also result in larger radii of curvature, and hence poor nee-

dle steerability. Thus, an optimal value of insertion force

should be chosen to obtain the required steerability to reach

a target within a given insertion distance.

In the next set of sensitivity studies, we varied the ratio

of the cut angle to bevel angle (i.e. b=a) from 0.25 to 1.0 in

increments of 0.25. The bevel angle and the input force

were set to 45� and 0.5 mN, respectively, and the needle

insertion distance was prescribed to be 150 mm. Figure 22

shows the variation in the final needle tip deflection as the nee-

dle diameter changes. Each data point corresponds to a simu-

lation case with a specific needle diameter and b=a value. A

Fig. 21. Variation in the (a) needle radius of curvature and (b) simulation steps as the total force changes. Also, shown are changes in

the (c) simulation steps as the input force varies and (d) needle insertion length as the simulation steps varies. The total force is defined

as the input force multiplied by the number of simulation steps required by the needle to reach the prescribed deflection of 50 mm.
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decrease in b=a implies a reduction in the cut angle, which

implies that the cut or rupture path of the needle is not steep

and, hence, the needle deflection is less. Also, an increase

in needle diameter results in an increase in the flexural

rigidity of the needle and a reduction in the needle bending,

which is observed in the simulations and experiments.

In order to assess the role of variability in the difference

between the experimental and simulated results, we

performed a model uncertainty analysis in which both mea-

sured and input parameters were given a �10% uncer-

tainty. The results of this study are tabulated in Table 4.

The varied parameters include the needle parameters (bevel

angle, diameter, and Young’s modulus), tissue parameters

(elasticity and rupture toughness), and the simulation

input parameters (b=a and input force). The radius of cur-

vature was computed as each of these parameters were

varied and compared with the experimental value of a

0:54 mm ða ¼ 34:85�Þ needle inserted through Plastisol

gel C. Variation in the needle diameter resulted in the larg-

est changes in the radius of curvature, while variation in the

rupture toughness had the least effect on the radius of

curvature.

In addition to the sensitivity analysis, we also performed

preliminary studies to determine the effect of friction, which

is not present in the current model. The model given in (30)

and (31) has the potential to include an energy term to rep-

resent friction dissipation. We performed simulations in

which we varied the percentage of input work to overcome

friction and observed the variation in the radius of curvature

(Figure 23). The dissipation due to friction was expressed as

a function of the input work and varied from 0-50%. The

bevel angle and the input force were set to 45� and 0.5 mN,

respectively, and the needle insertion distance was pre-

scribed to be 150 mm. Three different needle diameters

were simulated. The thickest ð0:5 mmÞ needle has the larg-

est ð39:5%Þ increase in radius of curvature when the energy

dissipation due to friction is 50% of the input work. Future

tissue-specific studies that we are planning will include

conducting experiments to test the accuracy of the energy

dissipation term and also develop phenomenological

needle-tissue friction models. These models could be

developed using the experimental techniques presented

by Podder et al. (2005) and also described in Section 5.1

(Teflon1-coated and uncoated needle insertion studies).

6. Summary and Future Work

Needles with asymmetric bevel tips naturally bend when

they are inserted into tissue, an effect that can be harnessed

Table 4. Model uncertainty analysis: Percentage variation in radius of curvature as measured and simulation input parameters are

changed by �10%:

Needle Tissue Simulation input

rexp

(240.0 mm)

a
ð34:85�Þ

Ø

(0.54 mm)

E

(50 GPa)

ET

(45.24 kPa)

Gc

221.04 N/m

Pinput

(0.015 N)

b=a
(0.75)

�10:5% �41:4% �14:4% �12:2% �7:9% �10:0% �10:5%

Fig. 22. Variation in the final needle tip deflection as the cut

angle and needle diameter are changed. The needle insertion

distance was prescribed to be 150 mm.

Fig. 23. Computed variation in the radius of curvature as the

energy dissipation due to friction (0–50% of input work) and

needle diameter (Ø 0.3 mm, Ø 0.4 mm, and Ø 0.5 mm) are

changed. Items in the legend represent needle diameters. The

needle insertion distance was prescribed to be 150 mm.
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by a robot-assisted needle-steering system in order to

enhance the accuracy of and enable new medical proce-

dures. A mechanics-based model of needle-tissue interac-

tion is needed for practical path planning and control of

steerable needles.

We first presented an analytical formulation to calculate

needle-tissue interaction forces and the moment at the

bevel tip. The model relates the cut angle and medium

material property to the tip loads, and was compared with

experimental data from insertions with physically scaled-

up needle tips. The experimental and analytical models

exhibit similar trends for the transverse tip loads, but dis-

crepancies were especially large for large bevel angles.

Possible causes for differences between the model and

experimental results are neglecting the effects of friction

and lack of accurate knowledge of the cut angle. Experi-

mental evidence has shown that needles with smaller bevel

angles have larger curvature and, hence, greater steerability

(Webster et al. 2005). Similarly, our analytical model and

experiments show that smaller bevel angles result in larger

transverse tip forces, which is an indication of greater nee-

dle bending and thus, larger curvature.

We also developed a mechanics-based model to deter-

mine the deflection of a robotically steered needle interact-

ing with a soft elastic medium. The material and geometric

parameters of the needle and tissue are inputs to the model.

We demonstrated a technique to extract physically relevant

tissue properties (tissue rupture toughness and nonlinear

elasticity) and incorporated them into our needle-tissue

interaction model. The energy-based model was guided

by observations from confocal microscopic images, as well

as macroscopic needle tip and gel interactions. Needle

insertion experiments using several soft-tissue simulants

and needles were conducted for comparison with the simu-

lation model. The model predicts the deflection and radius

of curvature given two control inputs, input force and cut

angle, and simulation results follow the trends of experi-

mental data. Further, sensitivity studies with our current

and previous (Misra et al. 2009) models indicate that the

deflection of the needle is greatly influenced by the dia-

meter of the needle, and not so much by small variations

in the stiffness of the material. This is consistent with our

experimental observations, in which increasing the needle

diameter reduced the steerability of the needle. The formu-

lation presented could be applied in general to a needle

interacting with an elastic medium and is not specific to

bevel-tip needles.

Section 5 demonstrated the similarity between the model

and experimental data for needle deflection and radius of

curvature. The variations in experimental and simulation

results could be attributed to an approximate value of the

needle insertion force that was provided as input into the

simulation model and a lack of accurate knowledge of the

cut angle. The model presented in this study introduces the

needle-tissue interaction stiffness per unit length, KT , which

was assumed to be a constant value. Future work could

include considering tissue inhomogeneity and anisotropy

by using KT ðx; yÞ and setting KT ðxÞ 6¼ KT ðyÞ, respec-

tively. In addition to stiffness, the model could also include

needle-tissue interaction damping to account for the viscoe-

lastic behavior of tissue. Given the elasticity properties of

biological tissue, and the material and geometric properties

of the needle, our model would predict the deflection of the

needle and the interaction forces during insertion.

Possible extensions to the current study include micro-

scopic observations of dynamic needle insertion through

tissue using a linear actuator. Such studies would help

characterize the dynamic rupture of soft solids, which are

different from the conventional and well-understood frac-

ture of brittle materials. These studies would also provide

insight into the variation in the cut angle as needle inser-

tion occurs. Friction is present in the system, but experi-

ments indicate that its effect on radius of curvature is

minimal. Further, we believe that as a first approximation

ignoring friction still provides useful insights into the nee-

dle-tissue interaction behavior. As highlighted in this

paper, our model has the potential to include an energy

term to represent friction dissipation. Future studies could

include experiments to specifically test the accuracy of

such a term, and also consider more sophisticated friction

models.

For robotically steered bevel-tip needles, an analytical

model that predicts the interaction forces and deflection

of the needle is desirable for optimization of system design,

path planning, and real-time control. Our mechanics-based

model, coupled with image-guided control, will improve

the feasibility and accuracy of robotically steering flexible

needles through biological tissue. In contrast to previous

work in needle steering modeling, inputs to this model are

fundamental properties: needle geometry and mechanical

properties, and tissue material properties. Our present work

investigated the interactions of a needle in an elastic

medium as a two-dimensional problem with a single curve.

Directions for future work include extending our work to a

three-dimensional needle-tissue interaction model with

multiple curves, using the model to choose feasible clinical

applications and optimize needle design, and further analy-

sis of path planning and control strategies to determine the

necessary model fidelity for needle steering in biological

tissues.
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